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Rheologica Acta tries to be at the forefront of the field of
rheology. Last year, we started providing researchers in the
early stages of their career the possibility to contribute an
invited paper to a special issue of Rheologica Acta. These
papers are original contributions, which underwent the regular
reviewing process, but the authors were given a bit more
freedom to speculate about the impact of their work. Follow-
ing the success of last year’s issues, we selected a few authors
and invited them to do same. In this issue, you will find the
fruits of their work, giving us a clear view of the topics, which
are shaping up our discipline for the years to come.
Lerouge and coworkers present a cautionary tale on the use
of large amplitude oscillatory shear flows (LAOS), which
represent complex kinematic conditions and even for Newto-
nian fluids secondary flows caused by inertia can complicate
matters. When this is combined with a system prone to
elastic instabilities, complex flow patterns will emerge
(Fardin et al. 2014). Bozorgi and Underhill (2014) apply
LAOS to swimming bacteria, which are a class of active
suspensions with some different nonlinear responses
compared to the traditional passive suspensions. These
authors also demonstrate how rheological fingerprinting
of such active suspension may be obtained from the
nonlinear material functions. Ardekani and coworkers
tackle a different problem in swimming bacterial suspen-
sions (Li et al. 2014). Whereas most work so far has
focused on bacteria swimming in Newtonian media, most
bacteria live in environments, which contain polymers
and DNA fragments which make the local environment
viscoelastic. As a consequence, the hydrodynamic inter-
actions will change. This is addressed here numerically
by using a Giesekus model. The effect of both shear
thinning and elastic effects is investigated numerically.
Cha and coworkers (2014) focus on viscoelastic effects
in the area of microfluidics, where the normal stress
differences generated in shear flow are exploited to focus
particles in the center of a channel, even in the absence
of inertia.
Snijkers and Vlassopoulos (2014) investigate how an
often used empirical rule in the rheological literature,
the well-known Cox-Merz (CM) rule, holds up when
applied to modern, molecularly engineered polymers.
Even for more complex architectures, the rule is found
to be observed surprisingly well. Failures to obey the
CM rule are observed for branched polymers, and the
relevance of this observation is discussed. Finally, Koos
et al. (2014) report on exiting new types of suspensions,
where attractive interactions between the particles are
induced by thin capillary bridges between the particles
created by a small amount of immiscible fluids. Such
suspensions show all the hallmark features of aging
systems and seem to be well suited to study these
phenomena in depth.
We thank the authors for their fine contributions to the
journal and hope that this collection once again reflects im-
portant trends in rheology. We wish you enjoyable reading.
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